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PTT injector solutions are made in America and Germany – and applied throughout 
the world. Especially wherever extra performance is needed to cope with tough 
conditions. That’s the case for example in the mining industry in Latin America and 
European railroad applications or wherever you need it!



Benfit from professional remanufacturing
In your business, standard solutions are simply not enough. Individual requirements and tough 
conditions demand tailored solutions. That’s why we have started to optimize components and 
services for your specific needs. Since 2008, Power Train Technologies has been rebuilding 
electronic-controlled injectors (EUI) for high-output engines in the 3500 series, with outstanding 
results, and further added values. This, amongst others, had been honored by the Marubeni 
Corporation, which acquired 40 % of the company’s shares in 2016.

Engineering at its best

Research and development as a necessary and 
relevant process in our company, comprises a 
multidisciplinary team of engineers, technicians 
and designers, which allows for intensive investi-
gations in failures found in different components, 
internal parts and the injector operation, allowing 
us to deliver reliable and accurate solutions 
for each application.

Putting technology to the test

We have identifi ed all the critical parts that, given 
the temperature, stress or fatigue encountered
during their life cycles, cannot be reused, and 
we always replace them with new products of the 
highest technology, both in terms of materials, 
as well as manufacturing processes and quality 
control. In order to achieve these performance 
levels, several factors need to be taken into 

account, such as service life, pulverization, timing, 
injected litres and Trim Codes. We are constantly 
researching and updating these parameters, enab-
ling us to stay at the forefront of this technology.

Powerful performance for you

As our expertise and experience have shown, 
different applications require special solutions 
to grant the best possible performance by 
engines and thus the complete systems.

As a result of these investigations and expertise, our 
main objective is to supply the best solution for your 
application!
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Partner with a passion for detail

Solenoid Valves 
Highest quality and durability.

To create superior solutions for your business, we have partnered with several OEM manufacturers. 
Together we develop each and every internal part: springs, plungers, barrels, nozzles, valves, solenoids, 
etc. Some samples of our inventions and upgrades can be seen below.

Springs 
Our R+D department has redesigned the outer 
surface treatment processes in order to eliminate 
the mechanical stress generated during the 
manufacture of this part.

Nozzles
Carefully selected material with 
better erosion resistance.

Trim Codes 
Three Trim Codes are available for
fine-tuning the injectors in the engine.

Progressing step by step

To meet any challenge, we first analyze parts and 
systems and then develop solutions for use in 
special applications. These challenges range from 
solutions for steady rpm applications to high-
altitude mining applications; all of them requiring  
optimizations in more or less related parts.

Quality is key

Crucial for any application, there is one high-value 
benefit included in the use of our injectors: we 
deliver our injectors with three Trim Codes to enable 
you to fine-tune each injector in order to adjust the 
performance of each individual cylinder. To ensure 
best and repeatable quality, we always follow strict 
quality processes and test procedures. 

Test to be best

Prior to releasing a product for commercial use, 
tolerances regarding material and design will be 
analyzed under laboratory conditions. Tests are 
held on highly-specialized test benches for the 
com ponents as well as on fully-automatic test cells 
for the injector. Finally, any new injector version is 
tested on an engine and, after successful results, 
mounted on an application and analyzed during an 
extensive field test. These processes have led to 
several thousands of high-performance injectors in 
the field.

Poppet Valves
The set of pieces that makes up the high-pressure 
zone were redesigned in order to avoid cavitation, 
which we have identified as a recurring issue for 
these injectors.



Engine Performance 
 » ECU Synchronization
 » Load/Temperature setting per cylinder
 » Fuel settings (± 5 % per cylinder)
 » Fuel consumption optimization
 » Emission reductions
 » Longer product lifetime

Cost Advantages
 » Savings on fuel bills
 » Reduced service intervals
 » Lower service cost
 » Savings by reduced bound capital (reduced variety)
 »  Higher system efficiency through longer running time
 »  Extended life time of entire system by 
achieving an EPA class

Production
 » Made in Germany
 »  Installation of upgraded parts and components
 »  Fully-automatic testing procedures, calibration, 
setting of Trim codes and final test

 »  Real-time controlled and updated setting of 
parameters via global integration of systems

Support
 » Technical consultancy on site
 » On-site service for ECU synchronization
 » Training of service partners
 »  Customized projects for optimizing engine 
performance

Availability
 »  All injectors will be supplied from our 
warehouse in Germany

 » Practically every part number is available 
 »  Customer warehousing is organized by 
engine family-based injector types and part 
numbers, thus allowing optimized availability

Adjust your engine’s performance
The use of 2 additional Trim Codes allows distribution of 
the loads between the engine cylinders (- 5 % to + 5 %).

2335

Low Trim Code Assigned 
average Trim Code

3416

High Trim Code 

2864
– 5 %

fuel fuel

+ 5 %

Built-in benefits Advantages to trust in
Due to our high understanding of specific needs in your business, any PTT Injector aims 
at two major benefits: improving the performance, efficiency and durability of your engines 
and at the same time lowering your costs and the carbon footprint. Thus our Trim Code 
options allow you to flexibly leverage the settings you need.

From our longtime experience we know too well that technical perfection needs high-
class support to make a difference in your business. Therefore we guarantee you both – 
by offering tested solutions only, delivered along a seamless supply chain, and applied 
by on-site service partners. That’s what we call a trusted partnership.


